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Abstract

1. Introduction

With the explosion of data in applications all around us, erasure coded storage has emerged as an attractive alternative
to replication because even with significantly lower storage
overhead, they provide better reliability against data loss.
Reed-Solomon code is the most widely used erasure code
because it provides maximum reliability for a given storage
overhead and is flexible in the choice of coding parameters
that determine the achievable reliability. However, reconstruction time for unavailable data becomes prohibitively
long mainly because of network bottlenecks. Some proposed
solutions either use additional storage or limit the coding parameters that can be used. In this paper, we propose a novel
distributed reconstruction technique, called Partial Parallel
Repair (PPR), which divides the reconstruction operation
to small partial operations and schedules them on multiple
nodes already involved in the data reconstruction. Then a
distributed protocol progressively combines these partial results to reconstruct the unavailable data blocks and this technique reduces the network pressure. Theoretically, our technique can complete the network transfer in ⌈(log2 (k + 1))⌉
time, compared to k time needed for a (k, m) Reed-Solomon
code. Our experiments show that PPR reduces repair time
and degraded read time significantly. Moreover, our technique is compatible with existing erasure codes and does
not require any additional storage overhead. We demonstrate
this by overlaying PPR on top of two prior schemes, Local
Reconstruction Code and Rotated Reed-Solomon code, to
gain additional savings in reconstruction time.

Tremendous amount of data has been created in the past
few years. Some studies show that 90% of world’s data was
created in the last two years [7]. Not only are we generating
huge amounts of data, but the pace at which the data is being
created is also increasing rapidly. Along with this increase,
there is also the user expectation of high availability of
the data, in the face of occurrence of failures of disks or
disk blocks. Replication is a commonly used technique to
provide reliability of the stored data. However, replication
makes data storage even more expensive because it increases
the cost of raw storage by a factor equal to the replication
count. For example, many practical storage systems (e.g.,
HDFS [43], Ceph [1], Swift [6], etc.) maintain three copies
of the data, which increases the raw storage cost by a factor
of three.
In recent years, erasure codes (EC) have gained favor
and increasing adoption as an alternative to data replication
because they incur significantly less storage overhead, while
maintaining equal (or better) reliability. In a (k, m) ReedSolomon (RS) code, the most widely used EC scheme, a
given set of k data blocks, called chunks, are encoded into
(k + m) chunks. The total set of chunks comprises a stripe.
The coding is done such that any k out of (k + m) chunks
are sufficient to recreate the original data. For example, in
RS (4, 2) code, 4MB of user data is divided into four 1MB
blocks. Then, two additional 1MB parity blocks are created
to provide redundancy. In case of a triple replicated system,
all four 1MB blocks are replicated three times. Thus, an RS
(4, 2) coded system requires 1.5x bytes of raw storage to
store x bytes of data and it can tolerate up to two data block
failures. On the other hand, a triple replication system needs
3x bytes of raw storage and can tolerate the same number of
simultaneous failures.
Although attractive in terms of reliability and storage
overhead, a major drawback of erasure codes is the expensive repair or reconstruction process — when an encoded
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Figure 2: Comparison of data transfer pattern between traditional and PPR
Figure 1: Percentage of time taken by dif- reconstruction for RS (3, 2) code. C2 , C3 , etc. are the chunks hosted by the servers.
ferent phases during a degraded read using When Server S1 fails, Server S7 becomes the repair destination. Network link L
traditional RS reconstruction technique.
to S7 is congested during traditional repair.
chunk (say c bytes) is lost because of a disk or server1
failure, in a (k, m) code system, k × c bytes of data need
to be retrieved from k servers to recover the lost data. In
the triple replicated system, on the other hand, since each
chunk of c bytes is replicated three times, the loss of a
chunk can be recovered by copying only c bytes of data from
any one of the remaining replicas. This k-factor increase
in network traffic causes reconstruction to be very slow,
which is a critical concern for any production data center
of reasonable size, where disk, server or network failures
happen quite regularly, thereby necessitating frequent data
reconstructions. In addition, long reconstruction time degrades performance for normal read operations that attempts
to read the erasured2 data. During the long reconstruction
time window, the probability of further data loss increases,
thereby increasing the susceptibility to a permanent data
loss.
It should be noted that, while it is important to reduce
repair traffic, practical storage systems also need to maintain
a given level of data reliability and storage overhead. Using
erasure codes that incur low repair traffic at the expense
of increased storage overhead and inferior data reliability
is therefore a non-starter. However, reducing repair traffic
without negatively impacting storage overhead and data reliability is a challenging task. It has been shown theoretically that there exists a fundamental tradeoff among data
reliability, storage overhead, volume of repair traffic, and
repair degree. Dimakis et al. [17] provide a mathematical
formulation of an optimal tradeoff curve that answers the
following question—for a given level of data reliability (i.e.
a given (k, m) erasure coding scheme), what is the minimum
repair traffic that is feasible while maintaining a given level
of storage overhead? At one end of this optimal curve lies
a family of erasure codes called Minimum Storage Codes
that require minimum storage overhead, but incur high repair
bandwidth. At another end of the spectrum lies a set of
erasure codes called Minimum Bandwidth Codes that require
optimal repair traffic, but incur high storage overhead and
1 We use the term “server” to refer to the machine that stores the replicated
or erasure-encoded data or parity chunks.
2 An erasure refers to loss, corruption, unavailability of data or parity
chunks.

repair degree. Existing works fall at different points of this
optimal tradeoff curve. For example, RS codes, popular in
many practical storage systems [14, 36], require minimum
storage space, but create large repair traffic. Locally repairable codes [22, 31, 42] require less repair traffic, but add
extra parity chunks, thereby increasing the storage overhead.
In this paper, we design a practical EC repair technique
called PPR, which reduces repair time without negatively
affecting data reliability, storage overhead, and repair degree. Note that our technique reduces repair time, but not
the total repair traffic aggregated over the links. Further, our
approach is complementary to existing repair-friendly codes
since PPR can be trivially overlaid on top of any existing EC
scheme.
Code Users
params
(6,3)
QFS[30], Google
ColossusFS[2]
(8,3)
Yahoo Object Store[8]
(10,4) Facebook HDFS [35]
(12,4) Microsoft Azure [22]

Possible reduction
in network transfer
50%

Possible reduction in maximum BW usage/server
50%

50%
60%
66.6%

62.5%
60%
66.6%

Table 1: Advantages of PPR: Potential improvements in
network transfer time and maximum bandwidth requirement
per server
Key insight A key reason why reconstruction is slow in EC
systems is the poor utilization of network resources during
reconstruction. A reconstruction of the failed chunk requires
a repair server to fetch k chunks (belonging to the same
stripe as the failed chunk) from k different servers. This
causes the network link into the repair server to become
congested, increasing the network transfer time. The measurements in our clusters show that network transfer time
constitutes up to 94% of the entire reconstruction time, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Other researchers have also reported
similar results [26, 36, 42, 44]. Fig. 2 shows an example of
a reconstruction of a failed chunk in a (3, 2) EC system. The
network link into the repair server (server S7 ) is three times
more congested than network links to other servers. PPR
attempts to solve this problem by redistributing the reconstruction traffic more uniformly across the existing network
links, thereby improving the utilization of network resources
and decreasing reconstruction time. In order to redistribute

the reconstruction traffic, PPR takes a novel approach for
performing reconstruction — instead of centralizing reconstruction in a single reconstruction server, PPR divides reconstruction into several partial parallel repair operations
that are performed simultaneously at multiple servers, as
shown in Fig. 2. Then these results from partial computation
are collected using a tree-like overlay network. By splitting
the repair operation among multiple servers, PPR removes
the congestion in the network link of the repair server and
redistributes the reconstruction traffic more evenly across
the existing network links. Theoretically, PPR can complete the network transfer for a single chunk reconstruction
in O(log2 (k)) time, compared to O(k) time needed for a
(k, m) RS code. Table 1 shows expected reduction in network transfer time during reconstruction for typical erasure
coding parameters used in practical systems. Although PPR
does not reduce the total amount of data transferred during
reconstruction, it reduces reconstruction time significantly
by distributing data transfers more evenly across the network
links.
One of the benefits of PPR is that it can be overlaid on
top of almost all published erasure coding schemes. The
list includes, but is not limited to, the most widely used
RS code, LRC code (Locally Repairable Code or Local
Reconstruction Code [22, 31, 42]), PM-MSR code [36], RSHitchhiker code [38], Rotated RS [24] code. This is because
the distribution of PPR is orthogonal to the coding and
placement techniques that distinguish these prior works.
In considering the effect of any scheme on reconstruction
of missing chunks in an EC system, we need to consider two
different kinds of reconstruction. The first is called regular
repair or proactive repair, in which a monitoring daemon
proactively detects that a chunk is missing or erroneous
and triggers reconstruction. The second is called degraded
read, in which a client tries to read a lost data chunk that
has not been repaired yet and then has to perform reconstruction in the critical path. PPR achieves a significant
reduction in times for both these kinds of reconstruction.
Degraded reads are an important concern for practical storage systems because degraded read operations happen quite
often, more frequently than regular repairs. Transient errors
amount to 90% of data center failures [19], because of issues like rolling software updates, OS issues, and non-disk
system failures [22, 24]. In these cases, actual repairs are
not necessary, but degraded reads are inevitable since client
requests can happen during the transient failure period. Furthermore, many practical systems delay the repair operation
to avoid initiating costly repair of transient errors [44].
PPR introduces a load-balancing approach to further
reduce the reconstruction time when multiple concurrent
requests are in progress. We call this variant m-PPR. When
selecting k servers out of (k + m) available servers for
reconstruction, PPR chooses those servers that have already
cached the data in memory, thereby avoiding the time-

consuming disk IO on such servers. The m-PPR protocol
tries to schedule the simultaneous reconstruction of multiple
stripes in such a way that the network traffic is evenly distributed among existing servers. We present further details
of m-PPR in Sec. 6.
We implemented PPR on top of the Quantcast File System (QFS) [30], which supports RS-based erasure coded
storage. For typical erasure coding parameters depicted in
Table 1, our prototype achieves up to a 59% reduction in
repair time out of which 57% is from reduction in network
transfer time alone. Such significant reduction in reconstruction time is achieved without degrading data reliability or
increasing storage overhead.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce PPR, a novel distributed reconstruction
technique that significantly reduces network transfer time
and thus reduces overall reconstruction time for erasure
coded storage systems by up to 59%.
• We present additional optimization methods to further
reduce reconstruction time: a) a caching scheme for reducing IO read time and b) a scheduling scheme targeted
for multiple simultaneous reconstruction operations.
• We demonstrate our technique can be easily overlaid
on previous sophisticated codes beyond Reed-Solomon,
such as LRC and Rotated RS, which were targeted to
reduce repair time. PPR provides additional 19% and
35% reduction in reconstruction time, respectively, over
and above these codes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we give a primer of the mathematics behind RS coding.
Sec. 3 provides motivation and Sec. 4 describes the main
PPR technique in detail. In Sec. 5 we talk about handling
multiple reconstructions using PPR. Sec. 6 provides design
and implementation details. In Sec. 7 we evaluate PPR w.r.t
traditional repair and other proposed solutions. In Sec. 8 we
discuss the related works and finally in Sec. 9 we conclude.

2. Primer on Reed-Solomon Coding

(a) RS (4, 2) encoding

(b) RS (4, 2) reconstruction

Figure 3: Encoding and Reconstruction in Reed-Solomon
coding

Erasure coded storage is attractive mainly because it requires less storage overhead for a given level of reliability.
Out of many available erasure coding techniques, ReedSolomon (RS) coding [39] is the most widely used. RS code
belongs to the class of Maximum Distance Separable (MDS)
codes [27], which offers the maximum reliability for a given
storage overhead. For a (k, m) RS code, the available data
item of size N is divided into k equal data chunks each of
size N/k. Then m additional parity chunks are calculated
from the original k data chunks. The term stripe refers to
this set of (k + m) chunks that is created from the original
data. The mathematical property, based on which the parity
chunks are created, ensures that any missing chunk (data or
parity) can be reconstructed using any k of the remaining
chunks. After the reconstruction process, the server where
the reconstructed data is hosted is referred to as the repair
site. Thus, the repair site is a server for a regular repair
while for degraded read, it is the client component which
has issued the read request.
RS Encoding: An RS encoding operation can be represented as a matrix-vector multiplication where the vector
of k data chunks is multiplied by a particular matrix G of
size (k + m) × k, as illustrated in Fig. 3a for a (4, 2)
RS code. This matrix G is called the generator matrix and
is constructed from the Vandermonde matrix [13] and the
elements aij etc. are calculated according to Galois Field
(GF) arithmetic [39]. In GF arithmetic, addition is equivalent to XOR; thus, adding chunk A with chunk B would
involve bit-wise XOR operations. Multiplying chunks by a
scalar constant (such as the elements of G) is equivalent to
multiplying each GF word component by the constant.
RS Reconstruction: In Fig. 3a, when a chunk is lost, it can
be reconstructed using some linear algebraic operations with
G and a remaining chunk set from the stripe. For example,
in Case-1 in Fig. 3b, if a parity chunk (e.g., P2 ) is lost, it can
be recalculated by multiplying the corresponding row (i.e.
the last row in the example) of G by the data chunk vector.
On the other hand, if a data chunk (e.g., D3 ) is lost, the
reconstruction involves two steps: the first step calculates a
decoding matrix H, by taking the inverse of a matrix created
using any k (i.e., four in our example) surviving rows of G.
We refer to the elements of H as decoding coefficients. The
second step multiplies the previously selected k surviving
chunks (a combination of data and parity) by the row of the
decoding matrix corresponding to the lost chunk (i.e. the 3rd
row in the figure). Thus the decoding process is to solve a
set of independent linear equations.

3. The Achilles’ Heel of EC Storage:
Reconstruction Time
Both for regular repair and degraded read, the reconstruction
path consists of three major steps: multiple servers read
the relevant chunks from their own disks (usually done in

parallel at each server), each server sends the read chunk to
the repair site over the network and finally some computation
is performed at the repair site to reconstruct the erasured
chunk. For regular repairs, the reconstructed chunk is finally
written back to the disk while for degraded reads, the data
is directly used by the user request. Thus, the reconstruction
time for (k, m) RS coding can be approximated as follows
Treconst =

kC
C
+
+ Tcomp (kC)
BI
BN

(1)

Where C is chunk size, BI and BN denote the IO and
network bandwidth, respectively. Tcomp is the computation
time, which is a function of a total data size (kC).
As we see from Fig. 1, network transfer and IO read
are the two most time consuming steps, while the computation time is relatively insignificant. Among these, network
transfer time is the most dominant factor because k chunk
transfers are required per reconstruction. Often such huge
data transfer creates a network bottleneck near the repair site.
For example, Facebook [42] uses RS(10, 4) code with a data
chunk size of 256MB. In this case, for repairing a single
chunk, more than 20Gbits need to be funneled into one
server. This volume of data has been found to overwhelm
network resources in many practical cases leading to extremely long reconstruction time. In spite of recent advances
in network technology, with the rapid growth of network
heavy applications, the network still remains the most scarce
resource in data centers and we anticipate network transfer
time will continue to remain a bottleneck for reconstruction
operations in EC storage.
Such long reconstruction time would still have been a
non-issue if reconstructions were infrequent enough. However, traces of failures from large data centers [35, 42] indicate, that is not the case. Analyzing failures in Facebook
data centers, Rashmi et al. [35] report on average 50 machine
unavailability events (where the machine fails for more than
15 minutes) per day, in a data center with a few thousand machines, each of which has a storage capacity of 24-36TB. To
maintain data reliability, these events ultimately lead to reconstruction operations. Moreover, Sathiamoorthy et al. [42]
report that transient errors with no permanent data loss correspond to 90% of data center failure events. These cases often
lead to degraded reads where the reconstruction operation
happens in the critical path of the user read request.
Thus, long reconstruction time is the main hindrance
toward wide scale adoption of erasure coded storage for
distributed storage and network transfer time is expected to
remain the primary cause for this for the foreseeable future.
This observation has also been made by many prior researchers [38, 50]. Their solutions have taken two forms. In
the first form, several solutions design new coding schemes
that reduce reconstruction traffic, but incur a higher storage
overhead [22, 50]. In the second form, the proposed solutions place erasure encoded data in such a way that the

amount of data that needs to be read for the common failure
cases is kept small [24, 38].
In this work, we observe that there is a third way of
reducing the network bottleneck during recovery in erasure
coded storage: determining intelligently where the repair
takes place. In all existing repair schemes, the repair operation happens in a centralized location — the repair site —
which is either the server where the recovered chunk will
be placed, or the client that initiates the read request for the
lost data. We propose a distributed repair technique where
partial results are computed locally at the server hosting the
chunks. Then these results are aggregated to reconstruct the
missing chunk. This distributed technique may not appear to
be significant because the computational burden of repair in
erasure codes is minimal. However, the process of conveying
all the chunks to a single point in itself creates a bottleneck
and load imbalance on some network links. The process of
distributing the repair burden among multiple servers has the
benefit of removing such a bottleneck and load imbalance.
This forms the key innovation in our proposed system PPR.
It distributes the task of decoding among multiple servers, in
a fashion reminiscent of binomial reduction trees from the
High Performance Computing (HPC) world [45].
Because of a mathematical property of the repair operation, this distribution means that the amount of traffic
coming out of any aggregator server is exactly half of the
sum of the traffics coming in from the two inputs, into the
aggregator server. The final destination of the repair traffic,
where the complete reconstructed data is finally available,
is not overloaded with network traffic in its incoming link.
Rather, with PPR, even the incoming link to that destination
server gets approximately as much traffic as the first aggregator server. This mathematical property has the desired
effect of reducing the network transfer time during repair
from erasure coded storage.

4. Design: Partial Parallel Repair (PPR)
We present an efficient reconstruction technique that focuses
on reducing network transfer time during reconstruction.
PPR divides the entire repair operation into a set of partial
operations that are then scheduled to execute in parallel
on multiple servers. PPR reduces the pressure on the two
primary constrained resources, network capacity and disk
reads.
We address the reconstruction latency problem in two
steps; first, using the main PPR algorithm (Sec. 4.1), we
make single chunk reconstruction highly efficient. Second,
we speed up simultaneous reconstructions resulting from
multiple chunk failures3 by evenly apportioning the load of
these multiple reconstructions. The multiple reconstruction
scenario arises most commonly because of a hard drive fail3

Each individual chunk failure is still the only failure in its corresponding
stripe. Such single chunk failure in a stripe captures almost 99% of the
failure cases (Sec. 1).

ure. We discuss this aspect of the solution, which we call
multiple-PPR (m-PPR), in Sec. 5.
4.1 Efficient single chunk reconstruction: Main PPR
As discussed before, to reconstruct an erasured chunk, the
EC storage system needs to gather k other chunks and perform the required computation. This step often incurs high
latency because of the large volume of data transfer over a
particular link, namely, the one leading to the final destination, which becomes the bottleneck.
Based on the repair operation of RS code, we make the
following two observations that fundamentally drive the design of PPR:
• The actual reconstruction equation used for computing
the missing chunks (either data or parity), as shown in
Fig. 3b, is linear and the XOR operations (i.e., the additions ) over the terms are associative.
• The multiplication by the scalar decoding coefficients or
a XOR between two terms do not increase the size of the
data. Thus, the size of all the terms that would be XORed,
as well as the size of the final reconstructed chunk, is the
same as the size of the original chunks that were retrieved
from different servers. For instance, let R = a1 C1 +a2 C2
be the equation for reconstruction. Here a1 , a2 are the
decoding coefficients and R denotes a missing chunk that
will be reconstructed from the existing chunks C1 and
C2 . All individual terms in the above equation, e.g., C1 ,
C2 , a1 C1 , and a2 C2 , will have the same volume of data
which is equal to the chunk size (e.g. 64MB).
These two observations lead to the fundamental design principle of PPR: distribute the repair operation over a number
of servers that only computes a partial result locally and
in parallel, and then forward the intermediate result to the
next designated server en route to the final destination. The
servers involved in the distributed operations are the ones
that host the surviving chunks of that stripe. This design
ensures that the part of the data needed for reconstruction
is already available locally.
PPR takes a few logical timesteps to complete the reconstruction operation, where in each timestep a set of servers
perform some partial repair operations to generate intermediate results in parallel. These partial operations constitute
either a scalar multiplication of the local chunk data by the
corresponding decoding coefficient 4 (this operation happens
only during the first logical timestep) or an aggregate XOR
operation between the received intermediate results from the
earlier servers. For example, in Fig. 2, chunk C1 is lost because of a failure in server S1 . Server S7 is chosen as a new
host to repair and store C1 . Now C1 can be reconstructed
using the equation: C1 = a2 C2 + a3 C3 + a4 C4 , where a2 ,
a3 , and a4 are the decoding coefficients corresponding to
4 We use the term decoding coefficient in a generic way. During reconstruction of a parity chunk for RS codes, an encoding operation may be
performed. In that case, such coefficients will be 1.

chunks C2 , C3 , and C4 . In timestep 1, S2 sends its partial
result a2 C2 to S3 . In parallel, S4 sends its partial result
a4 C4 to S7 , while at the same time S3 also computes its own
partial result a3 S3 . In timestep 2, S3 sends its aggregated
(i.e. XORed) results to S7 reducing the overall network
transfer time by a factor of 1/3 or 33%. This behavior can
be explained as follows. Let the chunk size be C MB and
the available network bandwidth be BN MB/s. In traditional
reconstruction, 3C MB of data goes through a particular
link, resulting in a network transfer time of approximately
3C/BN sec. In PPR, in each timestep, only one chunk is
transferred over any particular link (since parallel transfers
have different source and destination servers). Thus, the network transfer time in each timestep is C/BN sec, and since
there are two timesteps involved in this example, the total
network transfer time is 2C/BN . The number of timesteps
required in PPR can be generalized as ⌈log2 (k + 1)⌉, as we
will elaborate next.

Figure 4: Data transfer pattern during traditional reconstruction for (6, 3) and (8, 3) RS coding
4.2 Reduction in network transfer time
Even though PPR takes a few logical timesteps to complete
the reconstruction process, in reality, it significantly reduces
the total reconstruction time. Essentially, PPR overlays a
tree-like reduction structure (also referred to as a Binomial
Reduction Tree in HPC [28, 45]) over the servers that hold
the relevant chunks for reconstruction. Fig. 4 shows more
examples of PPR-based reconstruction techniques for RS
codes (6,3) and (8,3) where network transfers are completed
in only three and four logical timesteps, respectively. Each
timestep takes C/BN amount of time where, C is the chunk
size and BN is the available bandwidth, which results in
a total network transfer time of 3C/BN and 4C/BN , respectively. In comparison, traditional RS reconstruction for
RS (6,3) and (8,3) would bring six and eight chunks to a
particular server with a network transfer time of 6C/BN and
8C/BN respectively. Thus PPR can reduce network transfer
time by 50% in both cases. We introduce the following
theorem to generalize the observation.
T HEOREM 1. For (k, m) RS coding, network transfer time
for PPR-based reconstruction is ⌈(log2 (k + 1))⌉ × C/BN
as compared to k × C/BN for the original reconstruction
technique. Thus PPR reduces the network transfer time by a
k
.
factor of ⌈(log2 (k+1))⌉
Proof: PPR reconstruction: During reconstruction, in total
(k + 1) servers are involved, out of which k servers host

the relevant chunks and the remaining one is the repair site.
PPR performs a binary tree-like reduction where (k + 1)
servers are the leaf nodes of the tree. Completion of each
logical timestep in PPR is equivalent to moving one level
up towards the root in a binary tree, while reaching the root
marks the completion of PPR. Since the height of a binary
tree with (k + 1) leaves is log2 (k + 1), PPR requires exactly
log2 (k + 1) logical steps to complete when (k + 1) is a
power of two; the ceil function is used if that is not the
case. During each step, the network transfer time is C/BN
since the same amount C is being transferred on each link
and each link has bandwidth BN . Thus, the total network
transfer time is ⌈(log2 (k + 1))⌉ × C/BN .
Baseline EC reconstruction: A total of k chunks, each of size
C, will be simultaneously retrieved from k servers. Thus the
ingress link to the repair server becomes the bottleneck. If
BN is the bandwidth of that ingress link, the total network
transfer time becomes k × C/BN .
Thus, PPR reduces the network transfer time by a factor of
k
⌈(log2 (k+1))⌉ .
If k = 2n − 1, where n ∈ Z+ , then the network transfer
n
time is reduced by a factor of Ω( 2n ). This reduction in
network transfer time becomes larger for increasing values
of n, i.e., for larger values of k. Since larger values of k
(for a fixed m) can reduce the storage overhead of erasure
coded storage even further, coding with high values of k is
independently beneficial for storing large amounts of data.
However, it has not been adopted in practice mainly because
of the lengthy reconstruction time problem. 
Moreover, as an additional benefit, the maximum data
transfer over any link during reconstruction is also reduced
by a factor of approximately ⌈(log2 (k + 1))⌉/k. In PPR,
the cumulative data transfer across all logical timesteps and
including both ingress and egress links is C × ⌈log2(k + 1)⌉.
This behavior can be observed in Fig. 4 which illustrates
PPR-based reconstruction technique for RS codes (6,3) and
(8,3). Such a reduction facilitates a more uniform utilization
of the links in the data center, which is a desirable property.
Network architecture: We assume the network to have
either a fat-tree [10] like topology, where each level gets
approximately full bisection bandwidth with similar network
capacity between any two servers in the data center, or a
VL2-like [20] architecture, which gives the illusion of all
servers connected to a monolithic giant virtual switch. These
architectures are the most popular choices in practice [9]. If
servers have non-homogeneous network capacity, PPR can
be extended to use servers with higher network capacity as
aggregators, since these servers often handle multiple flows
during reconstruction, as depicted in Fig. 4.
When is PPR most useful? The benefits of PPR become
prominent when network transfer is the bottleneck. Moreover, the effectiveness of PPR increases with higher values
of k as discussed before. Interestingly, we found that PPR
also becomes more attractive for larger chunk sizes. For

a given k, larger chunks tend to create higher contention
in the network. Nevertheless, for other circumstances, PPR
should be at least as good as traditional reconstruction since
it introduces negligible overhead.
PPR vs staggered data transfer: Since the reconstruction
process causes network congestion at the server acting as
the repair site, a straightforward approach to avoid congestion could be to stagger data transfer, with the repair
server issuing requests for chunks one-by-one from other
servers. However, staggering data transfer adds unnecessary
serialization to the reconstruction process and increases the
network transfer time. The main problem with this approach
is that it avoids congestion in the network link to the repair
server by under-utilizing the available bandwidth of network
links. Thus, although simple and easy to implement, staggered data transfer may not be suitable for scenarios where
reconstructions need to be fast, e.g., in case of degraded
reads. PPR decreases network congestion and simultaneously increases parallelism in the repair operation.
Compatibility with other ECs: Since the majority of the
practical erasure codes are linear and associative, PPRbased reconstruction can be readily applied on top of them.
PPR can also be easily extended to handle even non-linear
codes, as long as the overall reconstruction equation can be
decomposed into a few independent and partial associative
operations.
4.3 Computation speed-up and reduced memory
footprint
PPR provides two additional benefits.
Parallel computations: PPR distributes the reconstruction
job among multiple servers that perform partial reconstruction functions in parallel. For example, scalar multiplication
with decoding coefficients5 and some aggregating XOR operations are done in parallel, as opposed to traditional serial
computation at the repair site. For RS(k, m) code Table 2
highlights the difference between PPR and traditional RS
reconstruction, in terms of the computation on the critical
path.
Reduced memory footprint: In traditional RS reconstruction, the repair site collects all the k necessary chunks and
performs the repair operation on those chunks. Since the
processor actively performs multiplication or bitwise XOR
operations on these k chunks residing in memory, the memory footprint of such reconstruction operation is on the order
of kC, where C is the chunk size. In PPR, the maximum
bound on memory footprint in any of the involved servers
is C × ⌈log2 (k + 1)⌉, because a server deals with only
⌈log2 (k + 1)⌉ chunks at most.
5 In Cauchy-Reed Solomon coding, multiplications are replaced by XOR
operations [32]

PPR reconstruction computation
Creation of the decoding matrix +
One Galois-field multiplication with coefficients (since parallel at multiple servers) +
ceil(log2 (k + 1)) number of XOR operations (done by aggregating servers)

Traditional RS reconstruction computation
Creation of the decoding matrix +
k Galois-field multiplications with coefficients +
k number of XOR operations

Table 2: Faster reconstruction: Less computation per server
because of parallelism in PPR technique
4.4 Reducing disk IO with in-memory chunk caching
To reduce the reconstruction time as much as possible, in
addition to optimizing network transfer, we also try to reduce disk IO time. Although read operations from multiple
servers can be done in parallel, disk read still contributes a
non-trivial amount of time to reconstruction, up to 17.8% in
the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1. We design an in-memory
least recently used (LRU) cache that keeps most frequently
used chunks in each server. As a result, the chunk required
for reconstruction can be obtained from memory, without
incurring the cost of reading it from disk. In addition, PPR
maintains a usage profile for chunks that are present in the
cache using the associated timestamp. The usage profile
can influence the decision regarding which chunk failures
should be handled urgently. A chunk that is frequently used,
and hence in the cache, should be repaired urgently. Even
though caching helps reducing the total reconstruction time,
the technique itself is orthogonal to the main PPR technique.
Caching can also be used with traditional repair techniques
to reduce IO time.

5. Multiple Concurrent Repairs: m-PPR
In any reasonably sized data center, there can be multiple chunk failures at any given time because of either
scattered transient failures, machine maintenance, software
upgrade, or hard disk failures. Although proactive repairs
for such failures are often delayed (e.g., by 15 minutes by
Google [19]) in anticipation that the failure was transient,
multiple simultaneous reconstructions can still happen at
any point in time. A naive attempt to perform multiple
overlapping reconstructions may put pressure on shared
resources, such as network and disk IO, leading to poor reconstruction performance. We design m-PPR, an algorithm
that schedules multiple reconstruction-jobs in parallel while
trying to minimize the competition for shared resources
between multiple reconstruction operations. At the core,
each repair job uses the PPR-based reconstruction technique
described earlier. Scheduling of multiple reconstructions
through m-PPR is handled by a Repair-Manager (RM),
which runs within a centralized entity (e.g. the Meta-Server
in our Quantcast File System based implementation).
The RM keeps track of various information for all the
servers, such as whether a chunk is available in its inmemory cache, the number of ongoing repair operations
scheduled on the server, and the load that users impose

Algorithm 1 m-PPR: Scheduling algorithm for multiple reconstructions
1: for all missingChunk ∈ missingChunkList do
2:
hosts ← GETAVAILABLE H OSTS(missingChunk);
3:
reconstSrc ← SELECT S OURCES(hosts); //Choose best sources
4:
reconstDst ← SELECT D ESTINATION(hosts, allServers); //Choose
the best destination

5:
// Schedule a PPR-based single reconstruction
6:
SCHEDULE R ECONSTRUCTION(reconstSrc, reconstDst);
7:
// Update state to capture the impact of scheduled reconstruction
8:
U PDATES ERVERW EIGHTS ( );
9: end for
10: // Choose k out of k + m − 1 available sources
11: procedure SELECT S OURCES(hosts)
12:
sortedHosts ← SORTSOURCES(hosts);
13:
selectedSources ← [];
14:
while selectedSources.size ≤ k do
15:
anotherSourceServer ← sortedHosts.pop();
16:
selectedSources.add(anotherSourceServer);
17:
end while
18:
return selectedSources;
19: end procedure
20: //Find a destination server as repair site
21: procedure SELECT D ESTINATION(hosts, allServers)
22:
ifdegraded read return Client; //Degraded read:client is destination
23:
// For reliability, exclude existing hosts
24:
possibleDsts ← FIND POSSIBLE D ESTINATIONS(hosts,allServers);
25:
sortedDsts ← SORTD ESTINATIONS(possibleDsts);
26:
chosenDst ← sortedDsts.pop(); //Choose the best repair site
27:
return chosenDst
28: end procedure

on the servers. Based on these information, the RM uses
greedy heuristics to choose the best source and destination
servers for each reconstruction job. For the source servers,
m-PPR selects the k best servers out of the remaining
k + m − 1 servers. For the destination server, it chooses
one out of the available N − (k + m) servers, where N
is the total number of available servers. In practice, the
number of possible destination servers is further constrained
by various factors. For example, some applications might
require the chunks corresponding to one data stripe to be
in close network proximity. Others might want affinity of
some data to specific storage types, such as SSD. Some
applications might want to avoid servers with identical
failure and upgrade domains [14]. The RM calculates, for
each potential server, a source weight and a destination
weight as follows:
wsrc

= a1 (hasCache) − a2 (#reconstructions) −
a3 (userLoad)
(2)

wdst

= −[b1 (#repairDsts) + b2 (userLoad)]

(3)

Here ai s, bi s in Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) are the coefficients denoting the importance of various parameters in the source
and destination weight equations. The hasCache is a binary variable denoting whether the relevant chunk is already
present in the in-memory cache of that particular server. The
number of reconstructions (#reconstructions) in Eq.(2)
represents how many reconstruction jobs are currently being handled by the server. userLoad measures the network
load handled by that server as part of regular user requests.
The value of #reconstructions gives an indication of
the maximum possible network bandwidth utilization by

reconstruction operation at that server. In Eq.(3), the number
of repair destinations (#repairDsts) represents how many
repair jobs are using this server as their final destination.
Intuitively, these source and destination weights represent
the goodness of a server as a source or destination candidate
for scheduling the next repair job.
Choosing the coefficients: We calculate the ratio of a1
and a2 as α(ceil(log2 (k + 1)))/β. Here α represents the
percentage reduction in the total reconstruction time, if
a chunk is found in the in-memory cache of a source
server. β denotes the ratio of network transfer time to the
total reconstruction time in PPR. Intuitively, we compare
how many simultaneous reconstructions would be onerous
enough to offset benefit of having a chunk in the cache. We
calculate the ratio a2 and a3 as C × ⌈log2 (k)⌉. Essentially,
from userLoad we calculate an equivalent number of
PPR-based reconstruction operations that would generate
similar traffic. The ratio of b1 and b2 is identical to this.
For simplicity, we set a2 and b1 to one and calculate other
coefficients. For example, for RS(6, 3) code, 64MB chunk
size, and cluster with 1Gbps network we calculate values of
a1 , a2 , and a3 to be 0.36, 1.0, and 0.005 when userLoad
is measured in MB.

Scheduling: The RM maintains a queue with missing
chunk identifiers. To schedule reconstruction of multiple
chunks in a batch using m-PPR algorithm, it pops up
items one by one from the head of the queue and greedily
schedules reconstruction jobs for each of those missing
chunks. The RM uses Eq.(2) to calculate goodness score
for servers holding relevant chunks of the missing data item
and iteratively selects the best k source servers to schedule
a PPR job. If fewer than k source servers are available, the
RM skips that reconstruction and puts it back at the end of
the queue for re-trial. The RM also needs to find a suitable
destination server to schedule a repair job. However, not all
available servers in the data center are good candidates for
the destination server because of reliability reasons. The
servers already holding the corresponding data or parity
chunks from the same stripe and the ones in the same
failure domain6 or upgrade domain7 should be avoided for
reliability reasons. For the remaining destination candidates,
the RM calculates a weight to capture the current load on
that server using Eq.(3). Finally, the most lightly loaded
server is selected as the final destination for that repair
job. After scheduling a job, all the weights are updated to
reconsider the impact on the shared resources. This entire
process is illustrated in Algo. 1.
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that can fail together e.g., within a rack.
that are likely to be down at the same time because of the software
or hardware upgrades.

7 Servers

The overall complexity of m-PPR for scheduling a reconstruction is O{N log(N )}. Again, N is the number of
possible destination servers and also N ≫ k, m.

6.2 PPR protocol

Staleness of information: Some of the parameters used in
Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), such as hasCache and userLoad can be
slightly stale as RM collects these metrics through heartbeats from the servers. Such staleness is limited by the frequency of heartbeats (5 sec in our setup). Thus, such minor
staleness does not affect the usability of m-PPR. Moreover,
RM monitors all the scheduled reconstructions and, if a job
does not finish within a threshold time, RM reschedules it
for choosing a new set of servers. Essentially, m-PPR is a
greedy algorithm because for each reconstruction it chooses
the best server combination possible at that point.

Reconstruction during regular repairs: For a regular repair, the Meta-Server invokes a Repair-Manager (RM). The
RM selects k out of the remaining k + m − 1 chunks for the
reconstruction of the missing chunk. This selection is done
by the m-PPR algorithm (Algo. 1). The RM first analyzes
which chunks are available for repair and computes the decoding matrix accordingly. From the decoding matrix, the
RM calculates decoding coefficients corresponding to each
participating chunk. The RM distributes these coefficients
along with a repair plan to only k/2 Chunk Servers (e.g.,
S2 , S4 , S6 in Fig. 5b) and also to the repair site.
In Fig. 5b, a Chunk Server S4 receives a plan command <
x2 :C2 :S2 , x3 :C3 :S3 > from the RM, where xi ’s are the decoding coefficients, Ci ’s are the chunk identifiers (chunkId),
and Si ’s are the corresponding Chunk Servers. This plan indicates S4 would aggregate partial results from downstream
peers S2 and S3 . Therefore, S4 sends requests < x2 :C2 >
and < x3 :C3 > to these servers indicating S2 and S3 would
return results after reading their local chunks C2 and C3 .
Before returning the results, servers S2 and S3 also multiply
chunks C2 and C3 by their corresponding coefficients x2
and x3 , respectively. As part of the same repair plan, S4
also receives a request < x4 :C4 > from its upstream peer
(in this case the repair site). Thus S4 schedules a local
disk read for chunk C4 , which is then multiplied by the
coefficient x4 . S4 waits for results from S2 and S3 and
performs incremental XORs before replying to its upstream
peer with an aggregated result.
The repair site aggregates the results by XORing all the
results coming from the downstream Chunk Servers to reconstruct the missing chunk and writes back to the disk
at the end of the operation. Finally, this destination Chunk
Server sends a message to the RM indicating a successful
completion of the repair operation.

Beyond a centrally managed server: The scheduling load
in m-PPR can be easily distributed over multiple RMs. Each
one of these RMs would be responsible for coordinating
repairs of a subset of chunk failures. In a more distributed
architecture, one of the source servers can also take the
responsibility of choosing a new destination server and distribute a repair plan to coordinate the repair with other peers.

6. Design and Implementation
6.1 Background: QFS architecture
Quantcast File System (QFS) is a popular high-performance
distributed file system that provides stable RS-based erasure
coding for lower storage overhead and higher reliability [30].
QFS evolved from the Kosmos File System originally developed at Microsoft. The QFS architecture has three major
components, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. A centralized MetaServer manages the file system’s directory structure and
how RS chunks are mapped to physical storage locations.
A Chunk Server runs on each machine where the data is
hosted and manages disk IO. A Client refers to an entity
that interfaces with the user requests. During read (or write)
operation, a Client communicates with the Meta-Server to
identify which Chunk Server holds (or will hold, in the case
of write) the data, then directly interacts with a Chunk Server
to transfer the data. Chunk Servers periodically send heartbeat messages to the Meta-Server and the Meta-Server periodically checks the availability of the chunks (monitoring).
If the Meta-Server detects a disk or server failure (through
heartbeat), or a corrupted or a missing chunk (through monitoring), it starts the repair process, first designating one
Chunk Server as a repair site and then performing the traditional repair process. In case of degraded read, where the
client identifies a missing chunk while trying to read, the
reconstruction happens in the critical path initiated by the
client, which again first gathers k chunks before executing a
decoding operation.

In this section, we elaborate on the relevant implementation
details to enable PPR in QFS.

Reconstruction during degraded reads: If a degraded
read operation triggers the PPR-based reconstruction, a
Client acts as the repair site and informs the RM about a
missing chunk. Then the RM distributes a repair plan with
the highest priority.
Tail completion: The number of flows, as well as the number of nodes involved in PPR, is exactly the same as in
traditional repair. It is equal to k. Since k is small in practice (between 6 and 12), the probability of encountering a
relatively slow node is small in both traditional repair and
PPR. Nevertheless, the RM uses node usage statistics (CPU
and I/O counters collected with the Heartbeat messages) to
de-prioritize the slow nodes before creating the repair plan.
If reconstruction does not complete within a certain time
threshold (because of unpredictable congestion or failures),

(a) Three major components in the QFS architecture

(b) Message exchanges among Chunk Servers and the RM for RS(6, 3) reconstruction using PPR

Figure 5: (a) QFS architecture and (b) PPR protocol timeline
server assignment, since in general data centers are constrained by network resources.
6.4 Implementation details

Figure 6: Protocol for LRU cache. Updates are piggybacked
with heartbeat messages
the RM reschedules the reconstruction process with a new
repair plan.
6.3 IO pipelining, caching, and efficient use of memory
Overlapping disk IO with network transfer: Disk IO
(read/write) time is another dominant component in the
overall reconstruction time. Aggregation Chunk Servers that
had posted downstream requests (e.g., S2 , S4 , S6 ), read
different chunks from disk and wait8 for data transfer from
their downstream peer Chunk Servers to complete. Then
they apply the aggregating XOR operation and send the
result to further upstream servers in the tree. To increase
parallelism, aggregation Chunk Servers schedule IO-reads
in parallel with data transfer from network.
Caching: We attempt to further reduce the impact of IOread time by introducing an in-memory caching mechanism
in Chunk Servers, as described in Section 4.4. When choosing k out of the remaining k + m − 1 Chunk Servers for
a reconstruction operation in m-PPR protocol, RM gives
higher priority to hot chunks but tries to avoid very-hot
chunks in order to minimize the impact on application performance. However, for multiple simultaneous reconstructions, we found that making sure that these reconstructions
use disjoint servers has a greater benefit than cache-aware
8 Because

network transfer of a chunk usually takes longer than IO time.

The choice of a codebase: We implemented our technique
with QFS [5] written in C++. Among several alternatives, we
chose QFS because of its simpler architecture and reasonable popularity in the community. However, our PPR technique is general enough to be applicable to other widely used
erasure coded storage systems. Specifically the architecture
of HDFS with erasure coding [3] is almost identical to that
of QFS, and therefore PPR is directly applicable. In addition, our technique can also be applied to Ceph [1], another
popular distributed storage system that supports erasure coding. In Ceph, clients use a pseudo-random mapping function called CRUSH [49] to place and access data chunks,
rather than relying on a centralized meta server. Nonetheless, it does have a centralized entity, called ceph monitor
(ceph-mon) that knows the layout of Object Storage Devices
(OSDs) (equivalent to Chunk Servers in QFS). ceph-mon is
responsible for checking the health of each OSD, letting the
newly joined OSDs know the topology, etc. Thus, we can
augment such an entity with RM to enable PPR. Moreover,
we can also augment any OSD with RM function, since
all OSDs know where a given chunk is (or will be) located
based on the pseudo-random mapping function.
Changes made to the codebase: To implement PPR, we
have made the following changes to the QFS codebase. First,
we extended the QFS code to make the chunk size configurable; QFS uses a fixed chunk size of 64MB. Second,
we implemented PPR decoding operations using Jerasure
and GF-Complete [33] libraries, which were not the defaults
in QFS. Jerasure allows a configurable set of coding parameters, while the default in QFS only supports the (6, 3)
code. Third, we augmented the Meta-Server with the RM
to calculate decoding coefficients, create a repair plan, and
distribute it to Chunk Servers. The RM also keeps track
of the cached chunks at Chunk Servers. Fourth, the Chunk
Server’s state machine was modified to incorporate the PPR

protocol to communicate with the peers and the RM, and
search for a chunk in its memory cache before attempting
to perform disk IO. Lastly, it is worthwhile to note that
our implementation of PPR-based reconstruction is fully
transparent to the end user.

7. Evaluation
In this section we evaluate our implementation of PPR on
top of QFS and compare the repair performance with QFS’s
traditional Reed-Solomon-based reconstruction technique.
Our primary metric is the reduction in repair time. We also
layer PPR on top of two other popular and practical erasure
codes, namely LRC [22] and Rotated RS [24], and evaluate
the effectiveness of PPR when used with these codes.
Experimental setup: We use two OpenStack [4] clusters—
a 16 host lab cluster (S MALL S ITE) and an 85 host production cluster (B IG S ITE), to demonstrate the scalability
advantages of PPR. In S MALL S ITE, each machine belongs
to one rack and has 16 physical CPU cores with 24GB
RAM. Each core operates at 2.67GHz. They are connected
to a 1Gbps network. Each VM instance runs Ubuntu 14.04.3
with four vcpus, 8GB memory, and 80GB of storage space.
In B IG S ITE, the machines have dual 10-core 2.8GHz CPUs
and are connected by two bonded 10G NICs, with each NIC
going to an independent ToR (Top-of-Rack) switch. However, an iperf test showed an average bandwidth of about
1.4Gbps between any two VMs (such lower than expected
bandwidth is due to the well-know VxLAN issues, which
we do not discuss here for brevity). For both proactive repair
and degraded read experiments on the S MALL S ITE, we kill
a single Chunk Server, which affects a small number of
chunks. For each experiment, we report the mean values
computed from 20 runs. We measure repair time on the RM
as the difference between the time when it starts a repair
process and the time when it is notified by a completion
message sent from the repair site. For degraded reads, we
measure the latency as the time elapsed from the time instant
when a client posts a read request to the time instant when it
finishes reconstructing the lost chunk(s).
7.1 Performance improvement with main PPR
7.1.1 Improving regular repair performance
Fig. 7a illustrates the percentage reduction in the repair time
achieved by PPR compared to the baseline traditional RS
repair technique, for four different codes: (6, 3), (8, 3), (10,
4), and (12, 4), each with chunk sizes of 8MB, 16MB,
32MB, and 64MB. PPR reduces the repair time quite significantly. For a higher value of k the reduction is even
higher and reaches up to 59%. This is mainly because in
PPR the network transfer time increases with log(k), as
opposed to increasing linearly in k as in the traditional RS
repair (Sec. 4.2). Another interesting observation is that PPR
becomes more attractive for higher chunk sizes. To investigate this further, we performed an experiment by varying

the chunk size from 8MB to 96MB for the (12, 4) RS code.
Fig. 7b illustrates that the benefit of PPR is higher at higher
chunk sizes, e.g., 53% at 8MB while 57% at 96MB. This
is because as the chunk size grows, it increases the network
pressure on the link connected to the repair site, leading to a
higher delay. PPR can alleviate such a situation through its
partial and parallel reconstruction mechanism. It should be
noted that many practical storage systems use big chunks so
that relevant objects (e.g., profile photos in a social networking applications) can be contained within a single chunk,
thereby avoiding the need to fetch multiple chunks during
user interaction.
7.1.2 Improving degraded read latency
Recall that a degraded read happens when a user submits a
read request for some data that is currently unavailable. As
a result, the requested chunk must be reconstructed on the
fly at the client before the system replies to the user request.
Fig. 7c illustrates how PPR can drastically reduce the degraded read latency for four common RS coding parameters:
(6, 3), (8, 3), (10, 4), and (12, 4), and for two different chunk
sizes: 8MB and 64MB. Fig. 7c shows that the reduction in
the degraded read latency becomes more prominent for the
codes with higher values of k. Moreover, it is also noticeable
that at a higher chunk size PPR provides even more benefits
because of the reason discussed in Section 7.1.1.
7.2 Improving degraded reads under constrained
bandwidth
PPR not only reduces the reconstruction time but also
reduces the maximum amount of data transferred to any
Chunk Server or a Client involved in the reconstruction
process. In a PPR-based reconstruction process, a participating Chunk Server needs to transfer only ⌈(log2 (k + 1))⌉
number of chunks over its network link, as opposed to k
number of chunks in a traditional repair. This becomes
a desirable property when the network is heavily loaded
or under-provisioned. In the next experiment, we use the
Linux traffic control implementation (tc) to control the
network bandwidth available to all the servers and measure
the degraded read throughput. As shown in Fig. 7d, as we
decrease the available bandwidth from 1Gbps to 200Mbps,
the degraded read throughput with the traditional RS reconstruction rapidly drops to 1.2MB/s and 0.8MB/s for RS(6,
3) and RS(12, 4), respectively. Since, network transfers are
distributed in PPR, it achieves higher throughput—8.5MB/s
and 6.6MB/s for RS(6, 3) and RS(12, 4), respectively. With
a relatively well-provisioned network (1Gbps), the gains of
PPR are 1.8X and 2.5X, while with the constrained bandwidth (200Mbps), the gains become even more significant,
almost 7X and 8.25X.
7.3 Benefit from caching
In this section we evaluate the individual contribution of
the distributed reconstruction technique and caching mecha-

(a) Percentage reduction in repair time with
PPR over baseline Reed-Solomon code for
different chunk sizes and coding parameters

(b) Traditional repair vs. PPR using RS (12,
4) code. PPR’s benefit becomes more obvious as we increase the chunk size

(c) Improvement in degraded read latency

(d) Degraded read throughput under constrained bandwidth

(e) Percentage reduction: PPR without
chunk caching vs. PPR with chunk caching.
The baseline is standard RS code.

(f) Improved computation time during reconstruction

Figure 7: Performance evaluation on S MALL S ITE with a small number of chunk failures
nism to the overall benefit of PPR. The former reduces the
network transfer time, while the latter reduces the disk IO
time. Fig. 7e shows that chunk caching is more useful for
lower values of k (e.g., (6, 3) code). For higher values of
k or for higher chunk sizes, the benefit of caching becomes
marginal because the improvement in the network transfer
time dominates that of the disk IO time. For instance, for
k = 12 and 64MB chunk size, the caching mechanism
provides only 2% additional savings in the total repair time.
However, the caching mechanism can reduce the demand on
disk IO, making it available for other workloads. Knowing
the exact access patterns of data chunks will help us identify
better caching strategies and choose the right cache size. We
leave such exploration in realistic settings for future work.
7.4 Improvement in computation time
Now we compare PPR’s computation to the serial computation in a traditional RS reconstruction, i.e., a default
QFS implementation with the Jerasure 2.0 library [33]. Note
that during reconstruction, either decoding (when a data
chunk is lost) or encoding (when a parity chunk is lost)
can happen (Fig. 3b). The amounts of computation required
by RS encoding and decoding are almost identical [34].
The only difference is the extra matrix inversion involved
in decoding. During our experiments we randomly killed
a Chunk Server to create an erasure. Since, for the codes
we used, there are more data chunks than parity chunks

(k > m), decoding happens with higher probability than
encoding. We report the average numbers and do not explicitly distinguish based on the type of the lost chunk. Fig. 7f
shows that PPR can significantly speed up the computation
time using its parallelism. These gains are consistent across
different chunk sizes. Moreover, the gain is higher for higher
values of k because the critical path in PPR needs fewer
multiplications and XOR operations compared to traditional
decoding. Existing techniques to reduce computation time
for erasure codes using GPUs [15] or hardware acceleration
techniques [11, 23] are complementary to PPR. They can
serve as drop-in replacements to the current Jerasure library
used by PPR. However, it should be noted, repair in erasurecoded storage is not a compute-bound task, but a networkbound task. Nevertheless, PPR helps to reduce the overall
computation time.
7.5 Evaluation with simultaneous failures (m-PPR)
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of m-PPR in
scheduling multiple repairs caused by simultaneous chunk
failures. We control the number of simultaneous chunk failures by killing the appropriate number of Chunk Servers. We
performed this experiment in the B IG S ITE, where we placed
the Meta-Server and the Client on two hosts and ran 83
Chunk Servers on the rest. The coding scheme was RS(12, 4)
with 64MB chunks. Fig. 8 shows that our technique provides
a significant reduction (31%–47%) in total repair time com-

is capable of handling 189 repairs/sec and 115 repairs/sec,
respectively. Further, as discussed in Sec. 5, the planning
capability can be easily parallelized by using multiple RM
instances, each of which can handle disjoint sets of repairs.
7.7 Compatibility with other repair-friendly codes

Figure 8: Comparison of total repair time for simultaneous
failures triggered by Chunk Server crash
pared to the traditional RS repair. However, the benefit seems
to decrease with a higher number of simultaneous failures.
This is because, in our testbed configuration, the network
links to the host servers that are shared between multiple
repairs tend to get congested for large number of failures.
Consequently m-PPR has less flexibility in choosing the
repair servers. If the testbed has more resources (more hosts,
higher network capacity, etc.), m-PPR will perform much
better for the scale of simultaneous failures considered in our
experiments. However, it should be noted that the main PPR
technique does not reduce the total amount of data transferred over the network during repair. Rather it distributes
the network traffic more uniformly across network links. For
a large number of simultaneous failures, if the repair sites are
spread across the data center, m-PPR would provide reduced
benefit compared to the single failure case. This is because
the simultaneous repair processes on multiple nodes already
spread the network traffic more evenly compared to the case
of a single failure. Overall, the result validates that m-PPR
can effectively handle multiple repairs and minimizes the
competition for shared resources (e.g., network and disk) for
a moderate number of simultaneous failures.
7.6 Scalability of the Repair-Manager
The Repair-Manager (RM) creates and distributes a repair
plan to a few Chunk Servers that are selected as the aggregators. We investigate if the RM can become the bottleneck
at large scale. As detailed in Sec. 5, the m-PPR scheduling algorithm has a time complexity of O(N log(N )) for
scheduling each repair, where N is the number of possible
destination servers. N is usually a small fraction of the
total number of machines in the data center. Additionally,
to handle a data chunk failure, RM computes the decoding
coefficients, which involves a matrix inversion. Following
this, RM sends (1 + k2 ) messages to distribute the plan to
the aggregation Chunk Servers. Not surprisingly, we observe
that the time for coefficient calculation is negligible. Specifically for RS (6, 3) and (12, 4) codes, we measured the time
period between the instant when the plan is created to the
instant when the RM finishes distributing the plan for a single repair. It took on average 5.3ms and 8.7ms respectively.
Thus for the two coding schemes, one instance of the RM

PPR is compatible with most of the existing erasure coding
techniques. Its applicability is not limited to only RS codes.
We demonstrate its compatibility by applying it on top of
two popular erasure coding techniques—Local Reconstruction Code (LRC) [22] and Rotated RS code [24]. These are
the state-of-the-art codes targeted for reducing the repair
time.

Figure 9: PPR repair technique can work with LRC and
Rotated RS and can provide additional improvement in
repair time
Improvements over LRC code: Huang et al. introduced
Local Reconstruction Code (LRC) in Windows Azure Storage to reduce the network traffic and disk IO during the
reconstruction process [22]. LRC stores additional local parities for subgroups of chunks, thereby increasing the storage
overhead for comparable reliability. For example, a (12, 2,
2) LRC code uses two global parities and two local parities, one each for a subgroup of six chunks. If one chunk
in a subgroup fails, LRC needs only six other chunks to
reconstruct the original data compared to 12 in RS (12, 4)
code. Papailiopoulos et al. [31] and Sathiamoorthy et al. [42]
also proposed Locally Repairable Codes that are conceptually similar. For our experiments, we emulated a (12, 2,
2) LRC code that transfers six chunks over the network, in
the best case, to one Chunk Server in order to reconstruct a
missing chunk. Then we applied PPR-based reconstruction
technique for LRC to create LRC+PPR.
In LRC+PPR only three chunks are transferred over any
particular network link. In Fig. 9, for a 64MB chunk size,
PPR-based reconstruction on (12, 4) RS code was faster than
a (12, 2, 2) LRC code reconstruction because the maximum
number of chunks that must go through any particular network link is only 4C for PPR as opposed to 6C in case
of LRC, where C is the chunk size. More interestingly,
LRC+PPR version performs even better resulting in 19%
additional reduction, compared to using LRC alone. Even
in the worst case, for the LRC+PPR only three chunks are
transferred over any particular network link.

Improvements over Rotated RS code: Khan et al. [24]
proposed Rotated RS code that modifies the classic RS code
in two ways: a) each chunk belonging to a single stripe
is further divided into r sub-chunks and b) XOR on the
encoded data fragments are not performed within a row but
across adjacent rows. For Rotated RS code, the repair of r
failed chunks (called “fragments” in [24]), requires exactly
r
k
2 (k + ⌈( m )⌉) other symbols when r is even, compared to
r × k data fragments in the RS code. On an average, for a
RS(12, 4) code and r = 4 (as used by the authors [24]),
the reconstruction of a single chunk requires approximately
nine other chunks, as opposed to 12 chunks in traditional
RS codes. However, the reconstruction is still performed
after gathering all the necessary data on a single Chunk
Server. As can be observed from Fig. 9, PPR with RS code
outperforms Rotated RS. Moreover, the combined version
Rotated RS+PPR performs even better and results in 35%
additional reduction compared to the traditional RS repair.
7.8 Discussion
It is worthwhile to discuss whether emerging technologies,
such as the zero-copy-based high throughput networks
(e.g., Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)), would
remove the network bottleneck. However, it should be noted
that other system components are also getting better in
performance. For example, Non-Volatile Memory Express
(NVMe) and hardware-accelerator-based EC computation
have the potential to make the non-network components to
be even faster. Moreover, application data is likely to grow
exponentially putting even more pressure on the future data
center network. Thus, techniques like PPR that attempt to
reduce the network bottleneck would still be relevant.

8. Related Work
Quantitative comparison studies have shown that EC has
lower storage overhead than replication while providing better or similar reliability [41, 48]. TotalRecall [12] dynamically predicts the availability level of different files and applies EC or replication accordingly. Publications from Facebook [29] and Microsoft [22] discuss the performance optimizations and fault tolerance of their EC storage systems.
A rich body of work targets the reconstruction problem
in EC storage. Many new codes have been proposed to reduce the amount of data needed during reconstruction. They
achieve this either by increasing the storage overheads [18,
22, 31, 37], or under restricted scope [21, 24, 47, 51]. We
have already covered the idea behind Local Reconstruction Codes [22] and the conceptually identical Locally Repairable Codes [31, 42] when presenting our evaluation of
PPR coupled with these codes. The main advantage of our
technique compared to these is that PPR neither requires
additional storage overhead nor mandates a specific coding
scheme. Moreover, our technique is fully compatible with
these codes and can provide additional benefits if used to-

gether with them, as shown in our evaluation. Another body
of work suggests new coding schemes to reduce the amount
of repair and IO traffic, but comes with restricted settings.
Examples are Rotated RS [24] and Hitchhiker [38]. Yet
another class of optimized recovery algorithms are EVENODD [51] and RDP codes [47]. However, they support only
two parities, making them less useful for many systems [38].
In contrast, PPR can work with any EC code.
In a different context, Silberstein et al. [44] proposed
that delaying repairs can lead to bandwidth conservation and
marginally increases the performance of degraded reads as
well. However, such a policy decision will not be applicable
to many scenarios because it puts the reliability of the data
at risk. Xia et al. [50] proposed a hybrid technique using
two different codes in the same system, i.e., a fast code and
a compact code. They attempted to achieve faster recovery
for frequently accessed files using the fast code, and to get
lower storage overhead for the less frequently accessed files
using the compact code. This technique is orthogonal to
our work, and PPR can again be used for both fast and
compact codes to make reconstruction faster. In the context
of reliability in replicated systems, Chain Replication [46]
discusses how the number of possible replica sets affects
the data durability. Carbonite [16] explores how to improve
reliability while minimizing replica maintenance under transient failures. These are orthogonal to PPR. Lastly, several
papers evaluate advantages of deploying EC in distributed
storage systems. OceanStore [25, 40] combines replication
and erasure coding for WAN storage to provide highly scalable and durable storage composed of untrusted servers.

9. Conclusion
In this paper we present a distributed reconstruction technique called PPR, for erasure coded storage. This achieves
reduction in the time needed to reconstruct missing or corrupted data chunks, without increasing the storage requirement or lowering data reliability. Our technique divides the
reconstruction into a set of partial operations and schedules
them in parallel using a distributed protocol that overlays
a reduction tree to aggregate the results. We introduce a
scheduling algorithm called m-PPR for handling concurrent
failures that coordinates multiple reconstructions in parallel
while minimizing the conflict for shared resources. Our experimental results show PPR can reduce the reconstruction
time by up to 59% for a (12, 4) Reed-Solomon code and
can improve the degraded read throughput by 8.25X, which
can be directly perceived by the users. Our technique is
compatible with many existing codes and we demonstrate
how PPR can provide additional savings on latency when
used with other repair-friendly codes.
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